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Background
Two thirds of adults aged over 60 suffer
multimorbidity (2 or more chronic conditions)
(Erny-Albrecht et al., 2013). Multimorbidity
increases mortality, worsens functional status
and reduces health-related quality of life.

Rehabilitation is integral to chronic disease
management but is frequently structured in
single-disease siloes. Resources are frequently
insufficient or unavailable to provide additional
disease-specific programs for other chronic
diseases (e.g. cancer, diabetes and obesity).

The trial aimed to determine the feasibility of a
generalized outpatient rehabilitation program
compared to usual medical care in people with
multimorbidity.

Method
Individuals with 2 or more chronic conditions who
were not eligible for disease-specific rehabilitation
(pulmonary, cardiac or heart failure rehab).

Exclusion criteria included;
• medical instability
• inability to walk 50 metres

Recruited from acute inpatient wards, outpatient
radiotherapy and community based rehabilitation
service.

Intervention
Aerobic exercise consisted of a total of 30 minutes; 
divided onto walking and stationary cycling.

Upper and lower limb resistance exercises using
free weights.

Exercise: twice weekly, 8 weeks
Education: weekly, 8 weeks

Control
Usual medical care; not including structured
exercise rehabilitation.

attendance to outpatient CHF rehabilitation over 

a 9-month period. 

Reasons for referral exclusion or non-

attendance were identified in order to develop 

and implement strategies to optimise delivery of 

exercise therapy to frail, elderly CHF patients. 

Results
Recruitment
• 102 people screened
• 16 participants recruited

Allocation
• 8 intervention
• 8 control

Number of sessions completed (median, IQR):
• Intervention = 14 (6 – 16)

Attrition: 
• 1 participant (6%) withdrew after commencing 

rehabilitation 
• 2 (12%) were lost to follow-up (1 each group)

Conclusion 
This trial comparing generic outpatient
rehabilitation and usual care was feasible.

This pilot trial informs the development and
conduct of a future large randomized controlled
trial powered for superiority.


